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Anderson localization of disordered quantum systems
When a quantum particle (atom, electron, photon) moves in a random medium with
mountains and valleys (see figure below), it generates a plethora of scattered waves, whose
interference can completely suppress the diffusion of the wave-packet. This phenomenon,
called Anderson localization in honor of P.W. Anderson, who first discovered it, is currently
studied in different experimental platforms [1], going from cold atoms to photonic lattices as
well as solid-state systems.
In this Thesis we will explore different aspects of Anderson localization in disordered
lattices, using a combination of state-of-the-art numerical methods, including Green’s
functions, exact diagonalization and transfer matrix algorithms [3,4]. The study will be
complemented by analytical calculations in specific regimes.
We look for a student with a taste for numerical simulations and willing to perform research
in this highly interdisciplinary and exciting field.
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Numerically generated disorder
potential for atoms as created by
laser speckles.
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